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Introduction  
School District of Philadelphia Overview 
The School District of Philadelphia (District) currently authorizes 86 operating charter schools serving 
more than 63,000 students, including 21 Renaissance Charter Schools operating as neighborhood 
schools serving approximately 16,300 students in 2016-17.  

Overview of Process 
The Charter Schools Office (CSO) of the District received 5 applications for new charter schools by 
the submission deadline of November 15, 2016. After submission, one of these applications was 
withdrawn, leaving the CSO with 4 active new charter applications to evaluate. Each of these 
applications has been reviewed by a team of evaluators, led by the CSO, comprised of internal 
District employees and external reviewers with local and national expertise on the operation of 
successful charter schools. This evaluation report summarizes the individual and group assessments 
of the evaluation team and is limited to an evaluation of whether the application met the criteria set 
forth in the application instructions and certain aspects of the Pennsylvania Charter School Law.  
This evaluation report is not intended to be a complete legal review of the charter application under 
the Pennsylvania Charter School Law. The School Reform Commission (SRC) by resolution at a public 
meeting will decide whether to approve or deny an application for a new charter school. 
 
CSO Vision 
To create a service-oriented environment that enables the District to support and monitor charter 
schools while ensuring their accountability.   

CSO Mission 
To assist the School Reform Commission and the District in meeting their legislative obligations 
under the Charter School Law and to promote accountability by exercising oversight for educationally 
sound and fiscally responsible charter schools as a means of improving academic achievement and 
strengthening school choice options in the District. 
 
Evaluation Criteria 
Broadly, charter school applications will be evaluated on the following criteria: 

• The extent to which the application considers the information requested in Section 1719-A of 
the Charter School Law and conforms to the legislative intent; 

• The capabilities of the applicant, in terms of support and planning, to provide comprehensive 
learning experiences to students; 

• The demonstrated, sustainable support for the charter school plan by parents, community 
members, and students; and 

• The extent to which the charter school may serve as a model for other public schools. 
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Proposal Overview 
 
Operator Name 
Deep Roots Charter School  

Proposed School Name 
Deep Roots Charter School 

Application Summary 
Deep Roots Charter School (DRCS) proposes to open a new K-8 configuration school in the 
2018-19 school year. The applicant intends for the proposed school to offer a college 
preparatory program with an emphasis on preparing students for admission to “highly 
selective” colleges and universities. The proposed school places a strong emphasis on 
continuous, rapid and real-time teacher training and development. In the first year, the 
school would serve 300 students in Kindergarten through Grade 4 and then add one 
additional grade a year until it reaches scale with a maximum enrollment of 540 students in 
Kindergarten through Grade 8 in Year 5. The proposed location of the school is in the 
Harrowgate neighborhood of Philadelphia, though enrollment preference would be offered 
for students residing within the District’s Kensington school catchment area. 
 
Analysis Summary 
The applicant presents a K-8 academic plan with the stated focus of preparing students for 
success in highly selective colleges and universities. However, evaluators noted the school’s 
grade configuration (K-8) does not clearly allow for execution against the stated focus and 
goal as the proposed school would have not influence over the student’s high school years. 
Reviewers also noted a possible misalignment between the stated restorative justice 
philosophy and proposed academic and organizational programs of the school. Common 
components of a restorative practice approach are not included in the applicant’s proposed 
programs, and the various schools cited by the applicant as examples of high-quality 
academic programs are primary schools executing ‘no-excuses’ model programs. The 
evidence-basis presented for the proposed academic plan and the focus on teacher 
development are strengths of the application, although reviewers had questions and 
concerns regarding implementation and sustainability of the model. The applicant proposes 
a Jounce Fellow-led school concept. This concept is new and to date has no evidence for 
success, as the first school under this model opened in fall 2016. 
 
In terms of organizational compliance, the applicant’s plan was well-developed, but some 
questions remain, particularly in terms of the staffing plan, staff capacity and use of 
appropriately certified personnel. Evaluators also noted concerns for the applicant’s ability 
to meet social-emotional and health (including behavioral) needs of the students, as details 
for specific programs, supports and staff were not discussed in the application. The 
applicant’s plan for finance and facilities was thorough; however, reviewers raised 
significant concerns regarding the budget and the capacity of the proposed facility. 
Reviewers found that community engagement and support were weak components of the 
application. Although some evidence of intent to enroll was provided, the applicant provided 
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neither significant evidence of genuine and deep engagement with the proposed 
community, nor confirmation of proposed community partnerships.  
 
Mission 
As stated in the application, the mission of DRCS is “to teach motivated learners and to 
empower them to grow and serve in their community, in college, and beyond.” 
 
Proposed Location  
3701 Frankford Avenue, 19124 in the Harrowgate neighborhood of Philadelphia 
 
Focus of the School/Academic Program  
Deep Roots Charter School will offer a college preparatory program with an emphasis on 
“over-preparing” students for admission to highly selective and top-tier colleges and 
universities, via a robust teacher-development model. The applicant proposes that this will 
“allow our students to build and support healthy and happy families, empower and serve 
their Philadelphia neighborhoods, and enjoy a purpose-driven life”. 
 
Enrollment Projections 
 
Academic Year Proposed Enrol lment Grades Served 

2018-19 300 K-4 

2019-20 360 K-5 

2020-21 420 K-6 

2021-22 480 K-7 

2022-23 540 K-8 

 

Proposed Opening Year  
☐	  	  2017	  -‐	  18	  
þ	 2018	  -‐	  19	  
	  

New or Experienced Operator (in Philadelphia) 
þ  New Operator 
☐ Experienced Operator 
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Section Summaries 
 
Opening and maintaining a high-performing charter school depends on having a complete, coherent 
plan and identifying highly capable individuals to execute that plan. The analysis below provides 
insight into the key strengths and weaknesses of the four main sections of the charter proposal.  
 
Mission and Vision  

The applicant outlines a focused mission to prepare motivated students for admission to 
and graduation from highly selective colleges and universities via a strong focus on teacher 
excellence and continuous professional development. The applicant’s vision includes the 
expectation that students will return to their communities to empower and serve those 
communities after successfully completing their education. Reviewers appreciated that the 
proposed school’s mission and vision are grounded in research about quality teacher 
development and college attainment for low-income students. Reviewers, however, raised 
some questions regarding how the school, serving students in K through Grade 8, plans to 
ensure and track its students’ success in attending and graduating from highly selective and 
top tier colleges and universities, as no supports, resources or tracking are referenced in the 
application. Evaluators also questioned the applicant’s expectation that after post-
secondary education, students would return to empower and serve their childhood 
neighborhoods after leaving home to attend highly selective and top tier colleges. Reviewers 
also noted that to the extent the applicant references exemplar charter schools for their 
academic program model and curriculum, these charter schools are primarily citywide lottery 
charter schools employing a no-excuses style climate model. The charter schools referenced 
by the applicant are not neighborhood charter schools serving high poverty, high special 
education, high trauma student populations such as this applicant proposes to serve in a 
restorative practices environment. Additionally, there appears to be a disconnect between 
the applicant team, the proposed model and the needs of this community. The applicant 
makes a strong case for why the students in the Kensington catchment need and deserve a 
high-expectation, high-quality academic program with minimized removal from the 
instructional setting for student discipline consequences. However, the application does not 
outline specific social-emotional supports and traditional restorative practices such as 
Positive Behavior Interventions and Supports (PBIS), advisory, peer mentoring, etc., and 
there is no discussion in the application of established community organization partners to 
support students and families in reaching these high expectations. 

Academic Plan  

Certain aspects of the applicant’s academic plan are a strength of the application, although 
there are a few areas in which greater clarity is needed. The applicant outlines an academic 
plan that is centered on a college preparatory curriculum supported by a continuous, rapid, 
and real-time teacher development model. The key pillars of the academic program are: 
fluency focus, background knowledge, targeted interventions for all, teaching for transfer, 
math/literacy foundations, and frequent progress monitoring. The applicant has clearly 
stated in the narrative how each of these pillars will support the overall education program. 
The academic pillars are grounded in research based on student learning and outcomes. 
Furthermore, each academic pillar includes a clear rationale and implementation notes. The 
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evaluators note that although the applicant presents the frequent progress monitoring as 
“low-impact”, the range and frequency of assessments is concerning, and no compelling 
rationale was provided for why the variety of assessments and frequency proposed are 
necessary. For example, students will be given a series of assessments post-enrollment 
during a home visit, and then a month into the school year, students will be given a 
comprehensive MAP assessment. The range of assessments and frequency proposed 
include MAP administered to students three times per year; math and writing CBMs every 
nine weeks; STEP reading assessments every nine weeks; module specific assessments in 
all core and enrichment classes; and diagnostic probes could be administered up to 30 
times per year – this is in addition to State exams. 

As noted above, the applicant intends for students to exit the K-8 school with the skills that 
will allow them to eventually graduate from a highly selective and top tier post-secondary 
institution. In support of this goal, the applicant presents a cohesive and thoughtful 
academic plan, complete with curricular materials, as well as academic goals that reflect 
high expectations for students. Evaluators did note, however, that the standard the 
applicant proposes, “Temple Tested” does not appear aligned with the applicant’s 
expectations for students or the assessments for student performance. Whereas evaluators 
greatly respect Temple University, it is rated a tier 3 post-secondary institution by Barron’s 
(the rating scale referenced by the applicant) as “very competitive” but not “most” or 
“highly” competitive. Additionally, Temple University is one of hundreds of post-secondary 
institutions that no longer makes admissions decisions based on standardized tests such as 
the ACT. However, the ACT (along with suggested student targets for performance on that 
exam) is a large focus of the applicant’s narrative, thereby negating the “Temple Tested” 
standard as the most relevant. 

The applicant intends to utilize a number of pre-packaged curricular materials, including 
Great Minds Wit and Wisdom English Language Arts Curriculum and Eureka Math. For 
English Language Arts, some of the curricular programs and materials including 
implementation guides and samples were presented, such as Core Knowledge –Read Aloud, 
and Wit and Wisdom – Shared Reading. The Core Knowledge program includes a scope and 
sequence and curriculum maps for K- Grade 4. Curriculum samples for K and Grades 1 and 
3 were provided. The Wit and Wisdom program guide gives a sample annual calendar for 
180 instructional days that includes the different modules of its program. Also, it includes a 
scope and sequence of the Common Core State Standards for K- Grade 4. An ELA Crosswalk 
demonstrating the connection between the CCSS and PA Core Standards was provided. 
DRCS proposes to use the balanced literacy model in order to meet the literacy components 
of fluency, vocabulary, comprehension, and foundational skills. Each of the PA Core 
Standards (in the categories of foundational skills, reading informational text, reading 
literature, writing, and speaking and listening) would be met through DRCS’ literacy 
curriculum.  

The applicant plans to provide supports for students with disabilities and English Language 
Learners (ELLs) through modifications during the literacy block. For example, students will 
be given modified readings in order to access the text in the core literacy curriculum. 
Interventions will be provided during the intervention period based on assessments and 
progress monitoring data collected from various sources such as the i-Ready program, SRA 
Reading Mastery, and STEP. Reviewers questioned how teachers would decide which 
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programs or assessments would be used for each of the reading instructional elements. For 
example, for phonemic awareness and phonics instruction, would teachers use SRA 
Corrective Reading, SRA Reading Mastery, SRA Spelling Mastery, or 100 Lessons?  

Regarding math instruction, the applicant references to the requirement that math be used 
flexibly in other content areas. The application demonstrates a basic understanding of the 
instructional shifts of the PA Core Standards, and standards for Math Practice are 
addressed in the science, language arts, and social studies curriculum as presented. The 
application indicates that the DRCS curriculum is aligned to the PA Core Standards and the 
accompanying shifts in instructional focus; however, the examples given in the application 
focus almost exclusively on procedural skills and computation fluency, rather than 
conceptual understanding (which is the main thrust of PA Core mathematics). Conceptual 
understanding is mentioned, but the specifics of how it will be taught are vague or missing. 
The plan for students with poor fluency in Grades 3-8 is Corrective Math. Teachers will be 
trained in the fluency routines and SRA Direct Instruction. The remediation plan focuses on 
fluency and computation using established remedial programs – both computer based and 
small group instruction.  

In science, the emphasis for grades 3 through 8 is on students learning complex content. 
However, reviewers noted a concern that science instruction is not given enough time in the 
schedule. The schedule proposed provides students in Kindergarten through Grade 2 with 
only 2 to 3 days per week of 45-minute lessons. Grades 3 and up would receive daily 45-
minute lessons. The PA Core Standards emphasize nonfiction text because the research is 
clear that background knowledge significantly impacts reading ability and progress. 
However, the DRCS science curriculum description states, “It is important that we frontload 
students with large amounts of time for reading and math foundational skill development in 
the earliest grades (so that they will be ready to use those skills to acquire new content 
knowledge).”  Reviewers counter that students should be learning to read, write, and solve 
mathematics problems within a real context such as in science. DRCS presents itself as a 
STEM school, but the weak science curriculum does not support this aspect of the planned 
academic program. Further, reviewers noted that the proposed integration of science and 
social studies could weaken the alignment to state standards for each.  

An important part of the school’s physical education curriculum is the martial arts program. 
All students at DRCS will take martial arts. Students in Kindergarten through Grade 5 will 
have martial arts training twice per week and daily supervised play. The applicant states that 
martial arts will be used for several purposes:  physical education, behavior modification 
(the dean will refer to the tenets of the practice when discussing behavior issues), and to set 
an overall culture of respect and hard work. No curriculum maps were presented for physical 
education and martial arts, except for Grade 6 through 8 in physical education. The only 
materials provided were three sample lessons. To allow for a comprehensive evaluation, 
reviewers wanted a scope and sequence demonstrating the kinds of skills to be learned at 
each grade level and the order the skills would be presented to students. Reviewers also 
questioned how the Academic Standards for Health and Physical Education would be taught 
in the grades that only have martial arts twice a week. Lastly, no alternative for the required 
martial arts programming was presented, nor were accommodations for ELLs or students 
with disabilities (especially physical limitations) indicated; therefore, it was unclear if all 
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students would be able to have equal access to this core component of the school’s 
academic and behavioral model. 

Overall, the academic plan is based upon an “all hands on deck” schedule, in order to 
provide time for other staff members to be released to assist in classrooms to provide the 
appropriate interventions. Under this structure, reviewers questioned how the school would 
determine which staff members will be working with which groups of students and how staff 
members would be trained in order for them to be proficient in the delivery of the 
interventions, with the most experienced teachers ideally working with students with the 
greatest level of need. Relatedly, there was a concern that certification requirements would 
not be met; for example, general education teachers leading intervention groups might be 
appropriate, unless the students needing intervention have Individualized Education Plans 
(IEPs), in which case the intervention plan may not comply with special education 
certification requirements. Planned supports for advanced learners in particular appear to 
be an afterthought. There is a reference to Khan Academy as a primary tool and all 
advanced learning appears to be intervention based – markedly different than talented and 
gifted programs, which promote a high degree of student-teacher and student-student 
engagement.  

Reviewers found the applicant’s range of interventions in the educational plan for special 
education students and other students needing special supports and interventions to be 
particularly thoughtful. The applicant anticipates that approximately 16% of enrolled 
students will qualify for special education services. The applicant plans to have a Special 
Education Coordinator (SEC) who will oversee the program and also serve as the special 
education instructor for Kindergarten students. The applicant then proposes to employ one 
Special Education teacher for every two grade levels, estimating caseloads of approximately 
16 students each in Year 1 of the proposed school’s operation, although this ratio may 
increase in later years of the charter term. The applicant proposes to implement a co-
teaching model in one classroom at each grade level, so that students with IEPs can be 
included in that classroom. Presumably, the special education teachers would float between 
the two inclusion classrooms at the grade levels for which they are responsible; however, if 
students with IEPs require self-contained or more frequent small group instruction, it does 
not appear the current staffing model for special education instructors can accommodate 
beyond the full inclusion model with certified instructors to support students with IEPs. 
Supporting the pillar of targeted intervention for all, the school’s calendar does include a 
scheduled intervention block four times per week for all students. This dedicated time 
allows for fluid implementation of the RtII process as well as other interventions and/or 
enrichment.  

The applicant anticipates that between 10% and 12% of enrolled students will be ELLs, 
consistent with neighborhood public school averages. This would equate to more than 30 
students in Year 1 of the proposed school’s operation, and approximately 65 students at 
scale, although the applicant indicated in Attachment 2 (Language Instruction Program) that 
the school plans to enroll only 5 to 10 ELL students at scale. The applicant plans to use a 
sheltered immersion ELL program, supplemented by English Language Development 
programming. For the English Language Development piece, the school will either hire an 
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ELL-certified teacher, or possibly consider contracting out this position. The application 
stated that the school “intends to hire” one classroom teacher who is dual-certified in ELL 
instruction for the first year of operation. However, the applicant’s plan for serving upwards 
of 30 students in that year is not fully developed in the application. For example, it is not 
clear how one dual-certified lead teacher would be able to provide services for students 
across various grade levels and skill levels, while simultaneously leading a classroom. Also, 
no contingency is provided in the staffing model or budget if a dual-certified lead teacher is 
not hired ultimately.  

The applicant has presented a number of academic goals, aligned with the overarching goal 
of preparation for admission to highly selective colleges. The evaluators did find the goals to 
reflect high expectations for students. Specifically, the applicant has back-mapped ACT 
Aspire goals for 8th grade and NWEA MAP goals for other grades against the relevant ACT 
scores that students would need in order to reach the mid-range ACT performance scores of 
an average incoming Temple University freshman. As previously mentioned, the applicant 
refers to these benchmarks as being “Temple Tested” in literacy and math preparation. 
Beyond the concerns previously raised related to this standard, evaluators noted that the 
range used for the backwards mapping, an ACT score of 22-28, represents a range of 30 
percentile points (62nd to 91st) on the ACT exam, which is a very large range against which to 
measure and benchmark student success. 

Other goals presented by the applicant relate to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania’s Gap 
Closure Goals. The applicant anticipates that its own internal goals are sufficiently rigorous 
to surpass state expectations for gap closure (Attach 3), although reviewers questioned 
whether the applicant had developed any goals related to closing achievement gaps 
between subgroups within the school, which are not addressed by the PA Gap Closure 
Goals. The applicant has also included longer-term goals to be tracked after students exit 
the 8th grade at DRCS. For these goals, reviewers also noted the distinction employed by the 
applicant in setting separate goals for students who have been enrolled at DRCS for four or 
more years (focused on proficiency rates), versus those that were newer to the school at the 
time of their graduation (focused on growth trajectories). This suggests that all students are 
not equally expected to meet highly selective college readiness standards if proficiency 
standards do not apply to all, as there is no growth component to college entrance exam 
scores. 

In terms of school culture and climate, the proposed school’s core goals are Practice (the 
how), Service (the what), and Purpose (the why). There is a focus on deliberate practice of 
routines, which leads to predictability for students. The school’s martial arts courses for all 
students will also teach them about self-discipline. The applicant states that the school 
would take bullying very seriously and will engage in a significant amount of preventative 
work to prevent bullying before it starts. There is an emphasis on adults modeling behaviors 
that they want students to exhibit.  

In terms of extracurricular opportunities, the school hopes to partner with other local schools 
or with community partners for extracurricular activities, although plans for these proposed 
partnerships are not formalized or confirmed. Possible activities would include Gardening, 
Chess, Basketball, Track and Field, Music, Math, and Art Clubs. It is not clear which activities 
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might be offered, or how soon, as expansion of extracurricular activities appears to be 
contingent upon fundraising. Additionally, the School Leader is charged with getting the 
extracurricular program launched, including some of the athletics; however, this adds to the 
capacity concerns detailed below. The school will not offer Saturday school or summer 
school; instead, there is an extended school year with frequent small breaks.  

The school will employ one full-time counselor (or possibly instead a social worker) in Year 1. 
The counselor will focus on students experiencing homelessness or other trauma, as well as 
students with disabilities requiring counseling. Two full-time counselors will be on board by 
Year 3 of the school’s operations. Reviewers noted that although the ratio of students to 
counselors will be lower than at most District schools, students in the target community may 
have a significant need for counseling services. Reviewers expressed concern regarding the 
absence of social-emotional supports, staff or programming, as well as the general tone of 
application, which negates the impacts of environment on student learning. While the 
applicant listed many demographics and statistics for students in the Kensington 
catchment, it was not clear that the applicant has a deep and comprehensive understanding 
of these students and families and their needs. Reviewers wondered if the school had 
considered partnering with any local community organizations or universities to provide 
supplemental counseling support as needed, especially if the school hires a counselor in 
lieu of a certified social worker initially. 

Organizational Compliance 
 
The applicant’s plan for school operations, leadership, and governance is generally strong, 
although there are several areas in which more information is needed, particularly with 
respect to staffing plans, staff certification, school leadership team capacity and operational 
services.  

The applicant team is sufficiently sized and demonstrates a breadth of experience and 
expertise. The application includes proposed board members as well as identifies various 
individuals who plan to serve in a less official capacity on an Advisory Committee. The 
proposed board members include individuals with expertise in the areas of business 
development, finance, real estate, law, and education, including a veteran teacher. There is 
also one prospective parent who is slated to be on the board. However, with the exception of 
this prospective parent, the remainder of proposed board members appear not to have clear 
connections with the community in which the school proposes to locate. Additionally, 
reviewers noted a concern regarding the lack of checks or balances for the proposed 
BoardonTrack training, which is to be provided in-kind by a sitting, voting Board member.  

The applicant has indicated that Mr. Logan Blyler will be the instructional leader for the 
proposed school. According to the application, Mr. Blyler, who resides with his family in Port 
Richmond near to the proposed location of the school, is currently engaged in a School 
Leader Fellow program with Jounce Partners. Mr. Blyler has a background in Special 
Education and curriculum design, and has served as an Athletic Director, Special Education 
teacher, and Math and Science lead teacher at various charter schools throughout the 
Philadelphia area. In his role with Jounce Partners, Mr. Blyler has worked on the school 
design for DRCS, and spends a significant amount of time training teachers, school leaders, 
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and assistant principals at various schools in Philadelphia and Washington DC. Mr. Blyler is 
working toward his school leader certification, and this would be his first school leader 
position. The applicant’s plan indicates that Mr. Blyler would directly supervise four key staff 
members and would spend 80% of his time focusing on teacher coaching.  
 
The other key leadership positions at the school include the Director of Operations (DOO), 
the Dean of Students, and two Instructional Coaches. In keeping with the Jounce model of 
school leadership, the DOO will be a co-director of the school and will bear responsibility for 
all of the operations of the school, freeing the instructional leader to focus the vast majority 
of his work on teacher coaching and development. This means that the DOO will oversee 
various aspects of school operations and management including budget and finance, 
procurement and inventory, recruitment and certification, compliance, food service, 
transportation, special events, testing administration, student data, and student records. 
The DOO will also serve as the main point of contact for parent complaints and concerns. 
Further, the application states that at times, the DOO will “reach in” to assist the principal 
with other duties as needed, which raises a concern of whether the DOO candidate has a 
principal certification. Based on the list of responsibilities the DOO has, the evaluators 
raised concerns that there would not be any additional capacity for the DOO to “reach in”, 
leaving no contingency plan to support the School Leader. The DOO will have access to 
support staff that will directly work on some of the items listed above, while others (such as 
budget and finance) will be contracted out. In Year 1, the DOO will oversee an Office 
Manager, with a Special Projects Associate coming online in Year 2, and an Operations 
Associate added in Year 4 of the proposed school’s operation. The applicant has identified a 
potential candidate for the DOO position, Mr. Emir Davis. As stated in the application, Mr. 
Davis has experience in charter school finance and operations with various charter school 
and networks Delaware and New Jersey, but it is not evident from the materials provided 
that Mr. Davis has a principal certification. 
 
Reviewers noted that this division of labor, whereby the DOO holds responsibility for various 
work-steams that would usually fall under the job description of the school principal, is an 
innovative structure. The success of the Jounce school leadership model will ultimately 
depend upon whether or not the DOO is able to successfully manage this full slate of 
responsibilities, including all testing, all state and federal reporting, easyIEP, transportation, 
and more, in addition to the everyday operations of the school. To this end, more 
information is needed regarding the roles of the support staff available to the DOO and 
which other staff members would take responsibility for various projects, including the 
management of student data and oversight of special education compliance. For example, it 
was unclear whether the Special Education Coordinator (SEC) or the DOO would hold 
ultimate responsibility for keeping special education records up to date. Reviewers 
expressed concern that the applicant was unable to provide evidence of success of the 
Jounce school model from an organizational standpoint, as the first Jounce Fellow-led school 
has not yet completed a full school year of operation. An additional concern was raised 
related to the evaluation of the Jounce program - because the Jounce professional 
development and partnership support is provided to the school free of charge, the school’s 
board does not plan to evaluate the success of the partnership.  
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The applicant has included an organizational chart and a staffing list, which set forth the 
expected staff positions and reporting structure for each of the first five years of operation of 
the proposed charter school. Overall, the applicant states it anticipates maintaining a 12:1 
student to teacher ratio although it is not clear to evaluators if this is a certified teacher 
ratio. In Year 1, the school plans to employ the School Leader, DOO, Dean of Students, SEC, 
two instructional coaches, a counselor, and an office manager, in addition to 12 classroom 
teachers, two specialists, two special education teachers, and eight teacher fellows. In Year 
2, the school would add a second office manager and a third instructional coach, in addition 
to three more teachers. By Year 3, a second counselor would be added, and by Year 5, the 
school would fill out its full complement of faculty and staff with a total of 24 classroom 
teachers, four specialists, three special education teachers, four instructional coaches, and 
three office managers. Evaluators found that staffing with three office managers seems 
excessive, and the Operations Associate and Special Projects Coordinator positions 
mentioned in the narrative are not present in the staff list submitted by the applicant, which 
could indicate that these positions were noted on the list as office managers. Other 
positions absent from the staffing list were any type of support personnel such as facilities, 
janitorial, or cafeteria staff. It was unclear whether these would be contracted positions or if 
they were missing entirely from the staffing list and budget. Also of note was the fact that, 
according to the organizational chart, the special education teachers report to the 
Instructional Coaches, rather than to the SEC. In addition, the application states that the 
Instructional Coaches, not the certified principal, would be responsible for conducting formal 
teacher evaluations. The application did not identify principal or school based leader 
certification as a requirement for the Instructional Coaches, however. Reviewers also noted 
a concern for teacher certification requirements given that the school plans to use teacher 
fellows as a significant percentage of general education instructional staff (8 of 20 in Year 
1), and it was not clear if the fellows would be fully certified as instructors.  
 
The applicant provided an annual calendar as well as sample daily schedules for each grade 
level. The school calendar was developed to provide 188 days of instruction along with the 
equivalent of 20 days of professional development. The calendar also incorporates times for 
teacher preparation, coaching, and rehearsal of lessons. Weekly calendars for students 
incorporate intervention blocks four times per week.  
 
The school plans to offer a healthcare plan that is comparable to the plan offered by the 
District, including health, dental, prescription drug and vision benefits. The applicant has 
included plan information and health insurance estimates in the application. The key 
outstanding question related to the healthcare plan is what percentage of the premium will 
be covered by the employer, and how this might change over time as premiums increase. It 
does not appear that the employer plans to provide any premium assistance for life or 
disability insurance coverage although employees can optionally carry this coverage. The 
applicant proposes to opt out of PSERS, and instead, will offer a non-ERISA 403(b) plan to 
employees with a proposed 3% match. The applicant is in the process of securing approval 
for the plan from PSERS, but at the time of application had not submitted confirmation that 
the plan had been approved.  
 
The school will work with the District to provide transportation for qualifying students, and 
the DOO is responsible for facilitating this process.  
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The food service contract has not yet been bid out, but the applicant anticipates providing 
breakfast, lunch, and afternoon snack to all students in grades K through 5 via the National 
School Lunch Program.  
 
Attendance and truancy will be monitored by the Office Manager in Year 1 and later by they 
Special Projects Coordinator, and DRCS will comply with Pennsylvania regulations regarding 
attendance and truancy. The applicant has provided information about the proposed 
school’s attendance policy as well as a sample Truancy Elimination Plan. However, reviewers 
did not note any reference in the application to a designated homeless liaison or a foster 
care services coordinator.  
 
A number of human resources and procurement tasks will be contracted out to a firm called 
EdTec, under the oversight of the DOO. A Services Agreement between the school and EdTEc 
was provided.  Services to be provided include accounts payable, accounts receivable, and 
human resources management, including coordination with benefits providers and the 
payroll company. The applicant states that EdTec is experienced in doing this work and has 
been supporting another Jounce-partner school in Memphis. The firm was selected after a 
rigorous vetting process by the Memphis Jounce partnership school.   
 
The applicant plans to partner with a variety of organizations, such as Teach for America, 
Relay GSE, M-F Consulting, Jounce, and TNTP, to support staff recruitment. It is not clear 
from the application what role Jounce Partners will have in the school.  No contract between 
the school and Jounce was submitted. 
 
The applicant has submitted a thoughtful and robust recruitment and screening plan for 
prospective teachers, but some questions remain with respect to how the plan will be 
implemented with fidelity in Year 0 when the school will need to do the majority of its hiring 
for instructional staff. The proposed teacher interview process relies heavily upon sample 
lessons and coaching sessions for prospective candidates, but the application was unclear 
regarding where or how prospective teachers will teach sample lessons when the proposed 
school does not yet have classrooms in which they can teach. The application briefly 
mentioned that perhaps Jounce partner schools would allow candidates to teach some 
sample lessons in their classrooms, but this seems unlikely given the magnitude of 
interviews that would need to take place to onboard an entire teaching roster. Most 
candidates would likely teach sample lessons to other candidates, which would not provide 
the same context as a classroom full of young students. In terms of salary and benefits for 
employees, the application states the proposed school would offer a "competitive pay scale". 
However, the application also indicates an average teacher salary of $50,000, which is 
much lower than average salaries for District teachers (more than $70,000). In addition, the 
school would offer only a 3% 403(b) match with no opportunity for PSERS participation, and 
a partial match on employee health benefits. These discrepancies in pay and benefits, as 
compared to what is offered by the District, may make recruitment difficult, and could likely 
increase the number of first-year teachers employed by the school. Reviewers noted that an 
over-reliance on new teachers may align with the applicant’s plan for high-repetition 
coaching and require a more scripted, zero-variability plan for instruction.  
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The applicant’s plan for professional development is intentional and continuous. It is a key 
component of the school's academic plan. A plan for staff development was submitted and 
includes separate plans for each staff position (and each plan includes expectations and 
frequency of observations and trainings). The applicant proposes to use TNTP Core rubrics 
for teacher evaluations. The professional development goal for the proposed school is 
stated as follows: “every student observably engaging in high quality thinking at all times”.	  	  
As noted above, the DOO will be hired to manage the operational tasks, allowing the School 
Leader and Instructional Coaches to spend at least 80% of their time in classrooms, 
assisting and coaching teachers. The School Leader and the Instructional Coaches will 
spend a significant amount of time observing teachers and providing feedback – in fact, the 
applicant indicates that each teacher will receive minimum of 11 coaching touch-points per 
week. This plan is innovative, and is based in research on teacher quality that seems to 
demonstrate there is no upper limit on teacher development based upon the frequency of 
observation and feedback. The applicant notes that teachers “will receive coaching up to 
eleven times as frequently as teachers at the highest performing urban schools in the 
country.” (pg 44). However, reviewers wondered if some teachers could become 
overwhelmed by the amount of visits each day and week, especially if different observers 
are telling them to focus on different things or to react in different ways. The application did 
not directly address how the observers would norm their feedback and ensure consistency 
across observer, classroom and grade level. 
 
The applicant provided an outline of the 20 days of summer professional development, 
which includes the skills to be targeted each day. Examples of key teaching skills and key 
coaching skills are outlined and explained in depth.  A separate plan for special education 
training with specific topics was also included. The applicant also stated there will be six or 
seven additional full staff professional development days throughout the school year (pg 7), 
however specific topics or a training schedule were not provided. Reviewers questioned 
what type of training was planned for each of those days, and how the key teaching skills 
and key coaching skills would be chosen for the school year. 	  
	  
The applicant’s plan for recruitment of students includes working with Red BAG Media for in-
kind marketing services. The applicant anticipates doing significant marketing and outreach, 
including partnering with local churches, knocking on doors, and meeting with community 
partners throughout the neighborhood. The applicant plans to provide informational and 
enrollment materials in Spanish and English, and the school seeks to actively target highest-
need students with its recruitment efforts (to include ELLs, students in poverty, and students 
with disabilities). Reviewers noted a compliance concern with the school’s plan to obtain 
Home Language Surveys from families during post-enrollment home visits, rather than as 
one of the five required documents to secure enrollment. Further, the application suggests 
that the school may not collect a Home Language Survey for all students even though it is a 
required form. The applicant noted the Jounce-partner school in Memphis, which opened its 
doors in 2016, was so successful in attracting IEP students that they ended up with a far 
greater than anticipated population. Based on the special education staffing model and low 
amounts budgeted for special education supplemental services, this would be a significant 
concern if such a situation occurs at this proposed school, especially in Year 1. DRCS will 
offer an enrollment preference for students residing in the Kensington catchment, and 
therefore anticipates that its student population will mirror that of schools in the 
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surrounding neighborhood – approximately 99% economically disadvantaged*, 17% ELL, 
and 12% special education. The applicant also proposes to offer a sibling preference and a 
preference for the children of staff, board members, and alumni; however, evaluators noted 
that all of these preferences may not be consistent with Charter School Law.  
 
The applicant has included its Code of Conduct, which is part of the Student Handbook, as 
part of the application. The discipline policy included in the handbook includes a clear list of 
infractions and consequences. The applicant does not intend to rely upon suspension or 
expulsion of students except in cases where such removal from the classroom environment 
is required by law. Rather than relying on expulsions or suspensions, the applicant intends 
to emphasize teacher training and development such that teachers are equipped to manage 
most behaviors within the classroom. Students will participate in a salary system whereby 
they will lose funds as they incur infractions, and ‘paycheck’ information will be posted daily 
and shared with parents. The applicant makes a distinction between rewards and 
incentives, and intends to implement a broken-windows-style discipline culture that ‘sweats 
the small stuff’; however, the applicant also asserts a desire to be focused on restorative 
justice. Reviewers found some aspects of the Code of Conduct and discipline plan to be at 
odds with statements in the narrative, sometimes confusing and at times misaligned, in that 
the proposed school appears to be combining disparate discipline philosophies usually not 
found together (broken windows/paychecks along with restorative justice/no suspensions). 
Reviewers also noted the applicant’s stated preference to “avoid over-reliance on 
individualized behavioral plans for students” (with exceptions made where needed for 
students with IEPs or 504 plans) and questioned then what types of supports would be 
formally available to students, absent plans, to assist with behavior development in a 
restorative manner. In cases where behavioral plans are needed, the applicant proposes an 
emphasis on logical consequences and positive rewards. 
 
Finance and Facilities 
 
The applicant’s plan for finance and facilities was thoughtful and complete, although 
reviewers had several questions regarding the budget and the capacity of the proposed 
facility.  
 
Assumptions made in the budget generally appear to be sound. The applicant has presented 
a detailed one-year budget and a high-level five-year budget, along with a budget narrative 
explaining the budget assumptions. Staffing and benefits make up 59% of expenditures in 
the Year 1 budget, which aligns with instruction-based focus of the school. Salary increases 
of 3% annually were budgeted. The school’s fund balance is projected to be at 23% by Year 
5, which appears high but is presumed to be related to a future facility acquisition, as the 
school has an option to purchase the property they propose to lease after Year 5. In order to 
be conservative, the budget assumes revenue 3% below the enrollment cap in each year, 
and per-student funding levels were assumed to be flat in perpetuity. Additionally, the 
budget claims to not include any outside funding that is not assured. The school budgeted 

                                                        
*The applicant’s use of the 99% economically disadvantaged figure presumably refers to the percentage of students receiving 
free/reduced lunch, not to students living in poverty. 
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$240K in start-up funding from Jounce (most of which will cover payroll and benefits for the 
School Leader and the DOO), and a letter of commitment for these funds is included. 
However, clarity is needed regarding whether these funds are a donation or a loan; it was 
not clear if or how such funds would be paid back in later years of the school’s operation.  
 
Reviewers questioned the applicant’s budget assumptions related to the healthcare line 
item in the budget. Specifically, reviewers noted that the applicant has included a price 
quote for healthcare insurance with pricing for three years. The numbers in the budget for 
Year 1 are above those in the price quote, but in Years 2 and 3 of the proposed charter term 
the budgeted numbers are below three of the four Plan options available. If healthcare costs 
do not match up with the budgeted numbers, that could be a significant concern for the 
school’s projected surplus, which in turn could affect the applicant’s ability to finance a 
facility expansion in the later years of the proposed charter term.  

In terms of financial management, the school proposes to contract out to a vendor to allow 
school staff to focus on instruction; in Year 1 this contract is budgeted for $114,769. The 
applicant proposes that EdTec will manage accounting, payment of vendors and staff, 
preparation of financial statements, and compliance reporting to the authorizer and the 
state. EdTec will prepare monthly financial analyses for the board, the finance committee, 
and the school leader. The relationship with EdTec will be managed by the DOO. The school 
also plans to engage annually in an independent audit, and has submitted financial controls 
policy documents, which will ensure a system of checks and balances and alignment with 
GAAP.  
 
The applicant intends to locate the proposed school at 3701 Frankford Avenue, in the 
former Sheridan West school building, and has submitted an exclusive Outline of Terms to 
lease from the building owner, GM Holdings LLC. The outline details a 10 year lease term 
contingent upon the granting of the charter. There is also an option for purchase after either 
five years or DRCS’s first charter renewal. The Sheridan West facility is a former District 
building, which was operating as a school until 2013. The facility was built in 1908, and 
requires significant renovation in order to be suitable for student use. The current owner has 
committed to pay for a complete modernization of the facility and to include the associated 
expenses in the lease cost. The applicant has submitted a potential scope of work for the 
modernization project. It appears the building needs a major rebuild, including all new 
plumbing infrastructure. Also, the electrical system is obsolete, and there is not a sprinkler 
system in the building. The applicant included with the application a timeline of how the 
facility project would unfold in the 18 months from charter approval to school opening, 
including zoning approval, architecture and engineering design and documents, and 
construction. The applicant plans to have the building renovation completed by April of 
2018, in order to allow a significant cushion for a facility that will need to be ready to 
welcome students in August of 2018.  
 
Reviewers had questions related to the capacity of the building to house the school after 
Year 3 of operation. The biggest concern is that the school has only 21 classrooms (plus 
offices) but the applicant estimates that they will need 22 by Year 5, plus space for an art 
room and a science lab, as well as various offices and teacher training spaces. To this end, 
the applicant hopes to build an addition adjacent to the existing building. The addition would 
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be ready for Year 4 of the school’s operation, and would include a gym as well as four 
additional classrooms and three additional offices. If the applicant is unable to finance the 
construction of an addition, students would remain in crowded conditions in the existing 
Sheridan West facility. The applicant has included a space-sharing plan that indicates it 
would be possible, although challenging, to operate the school under these conditions.  
 
Family and Community Engagement and Support 
 
The applicant intends to locate the school in the Kensington school catchment area and to 
provide preferential admissions for students residing in that catchment. The catchment 
includes parts of zip codes 19122, 19125, 19133, and 19134 – the proposed school 
building itself is located in zip code 19124. In the application, the applicant provided a list of 
local District schools, indicating that of the 15 nearby schools listed, 12 received the lowest 
designation of ‘Intervene’ on the District’s most recent School Progress Report, while the 
other three received a ‘Watch’ designation. The applicant argues that a K-8 school with the 
mission of over-preparing students for success in college will provide a unique school option 
for parents in the Kensington community.  

The applicant connected with over 30 community partners, churches, and schools, listed on 
page 74 of the application, although the degree of involvement with each of these entities 
was unclear. The applicant indicates that team members also visited hundreds of families at 
home. After surveying numerous families, the applicant noted that families' number one 
priority for their children’s schools is a safe environment, and that families also want their 
children to have excellent teachers. Families also said they valued frequent communication 
from teachers. Reviewers questioned whether any families or students surveyed in this 
catchment expressed a desire for preparation for highly selective college admissions, and/or 
how families responded when this aspect of the school’s mission was explained. It was not 
clear from the application how the school may (or may not) have adjusted this aspect of its 
mission in order to align with neighborhood priorities. Reviewers questioned at what stage in 
the planning process the meetings with families took place, and how the plans for the 
proposed school were specifically affected by community and family input.  

If approved for a charter, the school plans to continue to directly engage interested families 
approximately monthly from now until the school opens. Members of the founding team will 
also hold community meetings in the area. The school also plans to reach out to prospective 
families via social media. The applicant states that they have engaged in considerable door 
to door canvassing and phone banking to families in the Kensington neighborhood.  
However, no mention was made of whether or not bi-lingual speakers were available to fully 
and authentically engage this community. Evaluators noted the absence of this as an 
oversight in the application based on the high rates of ESL in this community. This concern 
was reinforced by the low percentage of non-English intent to enroll forms collected (see 
below). 

In four days of canvassing around the Port Richmond / Kensington communities, the 
applicant collected 187 interest forms from the parents or guardians of 167 students who 
would be grade-eligible to attend the school in school year 2018-19. The applicant also 
submitted eight electronic interest forms representing three prospective students who would 
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be grade-eligible to attend the school in school year 2018-19. Of all the forms submitted 
(paper and electronic combined) only three Spanish language family interest forms were 
collected, and some fields on those forms were not translated accurately, making it difficult 
to determine whether the students would be grade-eligible for the proposed charter school 
in school year 2018-19. Reviewers were surprised to see the small percentage of Spanish 
language forms collected (less than two percent) given the neighborhood’s demographics.  

Additionally, the applicant submitted 34 letters of support, ranging from potential vendors 
(such as M-F Consulting and EdTec) to politicians (Councilman Mark Squilla) to prospective 
partners and other charter schools who have worked with Jounce. There was also a letter of 
support for Logan Blyler from the principal of the District’s Vare-Washington School, which is 
located in South Philadelphia. However, reviewers noted a lack of letters of support from 
non-profits and community organizations specific to Kensington and Port Richmond.	  	  


